Project Summary

Project Background
The French cooperation in Afghanistan commissioned "Technical documents pertaining to the renovation and electrification of the hospital of the district of Surobi" in March 2010. The consultant carried out a study describing the basic renovation needs in the hospital and for the upgrade of the electricity system.

Project Objectives
The overall objective of the project is to improve the quality of services in Surobi District Hospital and specifically to renovate the buildings and internal utilities systems. The direct beneficiaries are the medical and para medical staff of Surobi DH and the patients.

Project Activities
Includes the construction and rehabilitation of the following parts of Surobi DH:
- Main gate
- Repair of boundary wall
- Kitchen and canteen
- Waiting space
- Toilet for visitors
- Morgue
- Staff quarters (4 flats)
- Electric installations

Implementation Features
- Coordination and implementation as close as possible with the local population, the local shuras and the administrative units at district and province level.
- Procurement of equipment under this contract will be made in compliance with acknowledged rules and regulations (e.g. GTZ, EU, ADB).
- The construction works will be organized and conducted by using local workforce to the greatest extent possible to leave as much benefits as possible in the project area. This will be achieved by setting up of minimum employment rates for local workers by the contractor.

Services Provided
- Preparation of Final Designs
- Contracting of local construction firms and workforce
- Procurement and tendering
- Construction Supervision
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Client
Agence Francaise de Developpement (AFD)

Duration
11/2010 - 12/2011

Personnel
- 1 internat. Team Leader/Coordinator
- 3 national experts - planning and construction supervision